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“I’m convinced that everything
that’s important in investing is counterintuitive,
and everything that’s obvious is wrong.”
–

Howard Marks, Co-Founder of Oaktree Capital Management

Don’t let the conservative dress habits of the financial services industry fool you; the financial world is far from
immune to fashion trends, at least when it comes to financial products. Financial fashionistas pioneered the
Nifty Fifty in the 1970s, the Dot-Com Bubble in the 1990s, and Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) in the
2000s, to the great benefit of the investment banking industry and to the detriment of their clients. 1
Today, passive investments, also known as index mutual funds and index exchange traded funds (ETFs), are all
the rage in the financial services industry, with the primary benefits of passive investing being low fees and high
levels of diversification. The question at hand is, does passive investing deserve the hype it receives? According
to the financial press, playing its usual role as the promotional engine of the latest financial fashion, the answer
is an obvious and resounding yes. Our own answer is that, like all financial product fashions, today’s excessive
interest in passive investments has generated a rush through the passive investing doors that creates significant
risks; in our opinion, most long-term investors are better off relying on the capable hands of trusted and active
investment managers.
To disclose our obvious bias on this question, we are dyed-in-the-wool active investors, through and through.
We pursue a very active investing approach towards our management of the Appleseed Capital strategies.

Brief History of Passive Investing The first index fund, now known as the Vanguard 500 Index Fund, was
launched in the mid-1970s by John Bogle, founder of the Vanguard Group. Vanguard has grown since then in
tandem with the popularity of index funds; currently, the company manages over $4 trillion in assets and has
become the largest mutual fund manager in the United States. As Vanguard has grown, so too, have other
companies that offer index funds and ETFs whose prices track various market indexes.

The Nifty Fifty refers to fifty popular large-capitalization growth stocks on the NYSE that propelled the bull market during the early
1970s, but the Nifty Fifty significantly underperformed the broader equity markets later in the decade.
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As seen in the chart to the right, more than $2 out of every
$5 invested in the markets is invested through some form
of a passive mutual fund or passive ETF.
To be fair, passive index proponents have a valid point
in their critique of actively managed mutual funds.
Many actively managed mutual fund products can be
bad for a person’s financial health, in our view. In a
majority of cases, the portfolio managers themselves do
not own the products they manage for others (see chart
to the left), and they are quick to jump ship to another
mutual fund company as soon as a more attractive
opportunity presents itself. Worst of all, the investment
strategy, more often than not, is an index hugging
investment strategy, which means that the investment
portfolio looks rather similar to a market index, but with
far higher fees. We have been critical of the broader mutual fund industry for many years, and in 2006 we
launched a mutual fund in order to offer a product that, in our view, solved many of these problems. We have
tried to make our fees reasonable, and
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While conceding that passive investment
products provide certain important
advantages over many actively managed
funds, not the least of which is lower
investment fees, passive index products
create their own problems that are worth
understanding and which go largely
underreported in the financial press.
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The Market-Weighted Index Problem
Most broad stock market indexes, such as the S&P 500 Index and the MSCI World Index, are constructed to be
weighted by market capitalization, which means that large-cap stocks receive a far larger weight than small-cap
stocks. As a result, broad stock market indexes, and the financial products that track such indexes, hold an
overweight position in large-cap stocks and especially in the most expensive large-cap stocks.
The implication of weighting indexes by market capitalization is that, during liquidity fueled markets where
unbridled investor optimism can cause excessive investment in certain sectors, passive investments can become
hazardous to an investor’s financial health. Rob Arnott of Research Affiliates gets to the heart of the issue when
he said:
“The Achilles’ heel of indexing is that when you have a bubble and a stock is trading way higher than it
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should, you have your peak exposure at its peak price.”2
As financial assets inflate during strong, momentum-driven bull markets, such as we have experienced the last
few years, passive strategies tend to outperform active strategies. Over the last several years, large capitalization,
expensive stocks like Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google (the so-called “FANG” stocks) have outperformed
considerably, and, due to their outsized weight in various market indexes, products that track broad market
indexes have outperformed many active managers with tremendous long-term track records.
However, the very same phenomenon that causes passive strategies to outperform during momentum markets
usually leads to material underperformance once liquidity inevitably reverses and overvalued momentum stocks
experience price deflation. This phenomenon can be seen graphically in the S&P 500 sector weighting chart
below. Just prior to the bear market of 2000-2002, the largest industry sector in the S&P 500 Index by far was the
technology sector due to excessive market valuations among technology stocks. Similarly, in the run up to the
Financial Crisis in 2008, the largest industry sector in the S&P 500 Index in 2006 was the financial industry sector
due to the housing credit bubble.

Precisely because market indexes are market cap-weighted, passive investors are overweight the riskiest, most
expensive sectors at what has historically been the riskiest time in the market cycle. On the other hand, an active
manager can choose to take appropriate actions in an attempt to mitigate these risks. Active investors who
avoided excessively priced technology stocks during 2000-2002 outperformed by protecting capital and limiting
downside risk, just as active investors who were underweight leveraged financials with credit risk between 2006
and 2008 outperformed. Passive investors in market capitalization weighted index products, by definition, must
hold overweight positions in the most expensive, riskiest sectors. Today, the markets are seven years removed
from the Financial Crisis, and the risk of owning the S&P 500 Index might appear to be a far-fetched one to the
passively inclined investor. We respectfully disagree.
Over the long-term, it is not large-cap growth stocks that have historically outperformed broader market indexes.
Research suggests it is value stocks and small-cap stocks that have outperformed. Unfortunately, undervalued
stocks are under-represented in market cap-weighted indexes, because they are inexpensive, while small-cap
stocks are under-represented in market cap-weighted indexes because they have small capitalizations.
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Furthermore, the market weighted index problem is not limited to the United States, and it is not limited to
stocks. The largest country weighting in the MSCI EAFE Index in 1989, by far, was Japan.3 As seen in the chart
to the right, Japan’s weighting in the
MSCI EAFE Index at the peak was
more than 60%. For more than 20
years leading up to 1989, Japanese
stocks
generated
tremendous
investment returns.
In 1989,
however, investors who wanted to
passively invest in overseas stocks
by purchasing the MSCI EAFE index
were mostly just investing in
Japanese stocks at the height of one
of the largest stock market bubbles
in history. Over the subsequent 25
years, from 01/01/1990 to 12/31/2015,
Source: ETF.com 1
the Japanese stock market generated
a compound return of –2.7% per
year.4 Today, at a time when Japanese stocks represent a far more attractive risk-reward profile to investors,
Japanese stocks represent just 23.0% of the MSCI EAFE Index.5
Similarly, bond indexes are weighted (down) by the countries and companies that issue the most debt. As a
result, bond index funds and bond index ETFs tend to own overweight positions in the debt of the most indebted
countries and companies. Unfortunately, with more indebtedness comes heightened volatility and the risk of
permanent capital impairment. For example, as seen on the chart on the left, the high-yield debt issues of the
energy sector grew in size to make up
more than 15% of the Barclays U.S.
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High Yield Bond Index
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seven years.6

The MSCI EAFE Index is a stock market index used to measure the performance of stock markets around the world in industrialized
countries outside of the United States and Canada.
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When to Invest Actively, When to Invest Passively
While investing differently than market indexes can be a long-term advantage for active investors, it also can be
a challenging endeavor because it requires an investor to be ready and willing to be not only different from the
market, but also wrong, for an extended period of time. Disciplined active investors know this phenomenon from
personal experience, but the challenges have historically resulted in long-term rewards. Active investors who
are willing to invest differently from market indexes have an inherent advantage that allows them to side-step
the market-weighted index problem. Avoiding significant pockets of investor excess (e.g., the Dot Com Bubble)
can better position the active investor to outperform when excessively priced financial assets deflate.
It has now been nine years since investors have experienced a bear market of any lasting duration in the U.S.
equity markets, which makes it difficult to remember why making active investment decisions can be helpful
over the long-term. Investors have a psychological tendency to chase performance, and investors who are
moving into passive index products are not immune from this age-old tendency. Therefore it is not a surprise
that assets are flowing out of active strategies and into passive strategies en masse at the present moment, but,
for the reasons we have been discussing, we think it is a mistake.
Today, the valuation of the stock market in the United States remains high. A high valuation makes it easy for
us to say that the medium term risk/reward profile of the S&P 500 Index is not attractive. Moreover, the poor
risk/reward profile of the S&P 500 Index is hardly mitigated by owning an index fund with lower-than-average
investment expenses. We would rather own a basket of stocks with an average 10x P/E ratio and pay 3% per
annum in fees, for example, than own a basket of stocks with an average 25x P/E ratio and pay 0% per annum in
fees.
In our view, in today’s environment, the superior way to invest to generate attractive long-term returns is to own
investments that look different from the S&P 500 market index, particularly at the end of an extended bull market
cycle. The prudent and intelligent approach, given the excessive valuation of the S&P 500 Index, is to own a
combination of selective stocks with reasonable valuations, including small-cap equities and international
equities, capital set aside in the form of gold and cash to purchase stocks at a later date at lower prices, and an
appropriately sized basket of selected short positions in low quality companies which are more likely to
underperform the market going forward.
Disclosure
This commentary is prepared by Pekin Singer Strauss Asset Management (“Pekin Singer”) for informational purposes only
and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security. Short sales theoretically involve
unlimited loss potential since the market price of securities sold short may continuously increase. The information contained
herein is neither investment advice nor a legal opinion. The views expressed are those of the authors as of the date of
publication of this report, and are subject to change at any time due to changes in market or economic conditions. The
comments should not be construed as a recommendation of individual holdings or market sectors, but as an illustration of
broader themes. Pekin Singer cannot assure that the type of investments discussed herein will outperform any other
investment strategy in the future.
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